
Layer 2, Social Annotation: Discussion and Debate 
 

 
  

In this phase, you will annotate, discuss, and debate the play Doubt with a small group of 
classmates to help establish claims that will become topic sentences—provable points—that you 
will develop in your paper. The process of discussing and debating the text will help you refine and 
defend the arguments you started in your initial round of annotations and provide opportunity to see 
and respond to interpretations and arguments that challenge yours.  

All annotations in this layer MUST be Posted to [the class/group] from the drop-down post-to 
menu and include two separate tags: a Layer 2 tag in addition to the tag types for Layer 2, which 
are listed on the next page, after the image below: 

 

 

If you don’t post to the class/group, your group will not be able to see or interact with your 
annotations.  

 



Layer 2 Annotation Types and Guidelines 

  Evidence-Based Stance Annotation, Tag: EBS Create one 1 annotation that clearly states 
your stance regarding the central question of the play—is Father Flynn guilty or innocent? Your 
annotation should be attached to a specific piece of evidence from the text that supports your 
stance and include a brief argument connected to that evidence, and if applicable, to other parts of 
the text. Use the tag EBS for these annotations. This will allow your classmates to see up front who 
is arguing what and allow opportunity for feedback on that stance and your ability to connect it to 
one piece of textual evidence from the outset. It is okay to grab the one you put in your individual 
annotations for the working thesis and post that, or you can create a new one.  

 Claim Annotation, Tag CA: Formulate at least 3 potential topic sentences or claims about the 
play that align with your stance. Each claim should be based on different textual evidence, and each 
should cover a different part of the play (beginning, middle, and end). Use the tag CA for these 
annotations, along with a tag indicating the stance, e.g., CA Guilty or CA Innocent. Note that you 
will need more than three topic sentences or claims for the paper, and it will be okay to get ideas for 
basic claims for topic sentences from the group annotations. In fact, that’s the point: to establish 
topic sentences and crowdsource for points and to refine ideas based on the interactions with the 
group. Claim Annotations should also present the start of an argument based on the textual 
evidence.  

  Textual Questions (TQ) Annotation: Pose a minimum of 3 questions regarding the text. These 
questions can be about anything that might clarify your understanding, challenge a claim, or delve 
more deeply into the themes of the play. These questions will serve as conversation starters for the 
group and can be tagged TQ.  

  Responses, Tag: R Aim for a minimum of 3 responses to your peers' annotations. These can 
be spread across categories, and can include counterarguments, concessions, clarifications, or 
questions.  

   Film Connections, Tag: Film Aim for at least 2 connections, questions, claims, or comments, or 
responses to peers’ annotations related to the film. 

 

Minimum number of total posts=12, but you are encouraged to have more 

 

Active Engagement: Throughout the week, you should aim to actively engage in the Hypothesis space, 
checking in at least 3-4 times during the week to respond to new comments, adjust your arguments, or add 
more TQs as you deepen your understanding of the play. As you engage with the text and each other's 
annotations, remember that quality should always come before quantity. Deep, thoughtful engagement with 
the text and your peers' ideas is the goal of this exercise. 

 



Layer 2 Tag Type Example Annotations 

1. Evidence-Based Stance (EBS) Annotation: 

 
 

 Include a Layer 2 tag on all posts for this Layer, too. 

2. Claim Annotations (CA):  

     

       

 
Include a Layer 2 tag on all posts for this Layer, too. 

Note: In this example, the same piece of evidence was used to draw two different conclusions or 
present two different possibilities. This is true for much of the evidence in the play, and this is also 
true for evidence in general for many things. It never really speaks for itself. It is what YOU do with it 
that matters. That’s what shapes opinions and wins arguments. 



3. Textual Questions (TQ) Annotation:   

 
Include a Layer 2 tag on all posts for this Layer, too. 

 

4. Responses (R):  

      
Include a Layer 2 tag on all posts for this Layer, too. 

 

Notice how in this response to the TQ (Question) above, I have included a video on the Bystander 
Effect. I did this via a link and an embed, which shows up out in the open. This is a reminder, too, 
that there are options for you to add multimedia to any of your posts when it is relevant, interesting, 
or useful to do so, and videos are not the only options. You can add images, GIFS, videos, and links 
to online articles or resources.  


